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Abstract. The paper presents the simulation model for the process of electromechanical drive 

disorder detection which is used to evaluate the drive reliability. The low efficiency and 

inoperability of the drive could be partial or complete. A proper functional drive provides under 

certain conditions the maximum efficiency of its use. The ability of the partially operating object 

application in the same conditions is less than the maximum possible one, but its indicators could 

be still within limits established for the proper functioning, which is considered normal. A 

partially inoperable object could function, and at the same time, its level of efficiency is lower 

than the allowed one. An inoperable object couldn’t be used as it was intended, and the research 

presented in this paper shows how to enable providing the drive reliability evaluation and analyze 

its proper functioning. 

1. Introduction 

Intensification of technological processes increases the productivity and accuracy of cyber-physical 

systems which are inextricably linked to the complication of the overall scheme of automation of 

production and electric drive particularly. The failure of electric drive could lead to a release of defective 

products, a decrease in labor productivity, energy losses, stops and sometimes dysfunction of working 

machines and mechanisms, and as a result to significant economic losses. Under these conditions, the 

critical problem of ensuring reliable operation of electromechanical drives is put in the forefront. The 

task of improving the reliability of electric drives is a complicated and complex problem that should be 

solved both at the stages of design and manufacturing of its components and also during its installation, 

commissioning, and operation. 

Reliability is the property of the electric drive “to preserve in time, within the established limits, the 

values of all parameters characterizing the ability to perform the required functions in the given modes 

and conditions of use, maintenance, storage and transportation” [1]. Reliability is a complex property 

that combines the concepts of efficiency, dependability, durability, maintainability, and safety. Energy 

is a state of the electric drive in which it can perform its functions. 

2. Simulation model and real electromechanical drive 

The proposed electromechanical drive has high efficiency, small dimensions, high load-carrying 

capacity, and durability, and also has a high accuracy of positioning or turning the output shaft [2-5]. 

Figure 1 shows a model of a real motor (the continuous model describes valve and DC motors), 

which measures only the output angle. The engine is controlled by a discrete PID controller and an 

observer, which has been made for it and allows estimating the current, speed, and position of the engine 

6- 8]. 
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We also have a discrete virtual model of the engine, for which an observer is also made. If observers 

have significantly different data, then something goes wrong [9]. 

 

Figure 1. Model of a real motor. 

 

The actuator is well suited for being modeled by linear differential-algebraic systems. A smaller, but 

still considerable portion of systems admits a nonsingular linear representation. In this regard, we 

consider the following linear model for actuator: 

 �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑢𝑅(𝑡)  

 𝑦𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐷𝑢𝑅(𝑡)  (1) 

 𝑧𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐻𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐸𝑢𝑅(𝑡)  

Where 𝑥𝜖𝑅𝑛 is the state of the system, 𝑢𝜖𝑅𝑚 is the control input, 𝑦𝜖𝑅𝑝 is the measured output and 

𝑧𝜖𝑅𝑟 is the regulated output. It is worth noticing that, in this model, the state x can include both physical, 

and cyber variables. 

When an impact occurs in a system (see Figure 2), the dynamic model of the system can be described 

as:  

 �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑈𝑅(𝑡) + 𝑓𝑐(𝑡) (2) 

Inputs to the system are supposed to be subject to constraints, such as physical limits for the 

mechanical inputs or limited bandwidth for digital inputs.  

 

 

Figure 2. System dynamics. 

 

It is necessary to analyze the regularity of the system behavior under adverse conditions. 

3. Experimental data 

A rather common mistake is to concentrate maximum time efforts on preventing a cyber attack. At the 

first glance, this may seem to be the explicit goal of any cybersecurity politics. However, the fact that 

the most successful hacks were not detected within 180 days forces us to change this point of view. That 

is why an essential part of the cyber security of a motor-reducer is to identify the destructive impact to 

take measures for the routine work of the system [10-11]. 
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If there is an impact on the motor-reducer, which includes white noise and voltage disturbance, it can 

be illustrated by Figure 3. 

Under the destructive impact, the mismatch between normal mode and mode with devastating impact 

assumed as voltage disturbance on signal shown in Figure 4. The signal sampling (φ) is presented in 

Figure 5, where we can see that PID-controller deals with this kind of impact, and the system switches 

to working in normal mode [3-5, 12-15]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Hardware vs analytical redundancy. 

 

 

Figure 4. Brown line - normal 

mode of motor-reducer and 

blue line - mode with impact 

(voltage disturbance). 

  

 

Figure 5. Signal sampling in 

conditions of white noise. 

 

However, the main issue is to know whether it is enough to use PID-controller when the impact is 

inconstant (Figure 5), where one simulated a kind of impact on actuator feedback transducer in a form 

of inconstant white noise [16]. The resulting error could be neglected since the error is small. To avoid 

estimating the accumulated error and making the wrong decision about the presence of an attack, the 

error was sampled. 

With a high level of attack on the control object, the difference between the normal mode and the 

mode under attack conditions is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. The mismatch 

between normal mode and mode 

with impacts (voltage 

disturbance and impact on 

actuator feedback transducer). 

 

From the sampled signal (Figure 5) and its comparison with Figure 4, one can judge the destructive 

effect on the system. 

 

 

Figure 7. Signal sampling in 

conditions of destructive 

impact on feedback and 

voltage disturbance. 

 

In these conditions the mismatch between normal mode and studied mode are presented in Fig. 8. 

A hypothesis that type of attack or location of attack influences the curve can be made. 
Nevertheless, the transient response (Figure 2) shows that in course of time the motor-reducer comes 

to normal mode, although the mismatch happens between the motor in steady-state operating conditions 

and impact. 

 

 

Figure 8. Constant attack on 

feedback with white noise both 

on system and feedback and also 

on voltage disturbance. 

 

The comparison of primary attacks can be illustrated by Figures 8-9. 

Exceeding the value of current consumed by an electric motor is an indirect cause of its failure, since 

with increasing current the heat generated by the motor increases, which is spent partly for warming up 

the surrounding area and partly for the engine heating. Engine heating depends on several factors: the 

environment, heat transfer, and heat capacity. Heat transfer, in turn, depends on the ambient temperature 

and the temperature of the engine itself [16-19]. With a small temperature difference between the motor-
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reducer and the environment and at the same time with a large amount of energy emitted by the engine, 

the stator magnetic core, copper winding, housing, and rotor are heated, resulting in intense heating of 

insulating materials. 

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison 

between operation modes 

with white noise constant 

attack both on system and 

feedback, and voltage 

disturbance without attack. 

 

System reliability maintenance, fault detection, and fault-tolerant design techniques play a crucial 

role in the actuator development. Fault detection technique proposed earlier helps to support system and 

to make it more reliable. Further this technique can be applied for process control, robotics, 

manufacturing systems, and power systems [18-21]. 

4. Conclusion 

When analyzing reliability, particularly while choosing the drive reliability indicators, the decision of 

whether to use it or not (that should be made in case of an abject failure) is essential. If the drive 

restoration after all fails for any reason is considered inexpedient or impracticable (for example, due to 

the impossibility of interrupting the function performed), then such an object is not recoverable in this 

situation. Thus, the same purpose, depending on the features or stages of operation, could be considered 

recoverable or non-recoverable. For example, the meteorological satellite drive at the storage stage 

refers to the recoverable one, and during the space flight it refers to non-recoverable one. 
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